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Let S, denote the nth partial sum of the harmonic series. An asymptotic 
approximation for S, is obtained in terms of the half integer variable n + l/2, 
including bounds for the remainder. Improved estimates of the Comtet function for 
the harmonic series are obtained as a consequence. ( 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For a real number A let nA denote the smallest integer for which S,, > A, 
where S,,= 1 +i+ ... +A. If eAPi’= m + 6, where y = 0.57721 . . . is Euler’s 
constant, m is integral, and 0 6 6 < 1, then Comtet [4] has shown that nA 
is either m or m + 1. Thus for some function w(A), which Boas [ 11 calls 
the Comtet function, we have that nA = m when 6 f w(A) and nA = m + 1 
when 6 >o(A). Boas shows that o(A) has the form l/2 + 1/(24m)- 
( 1/(48m2))( 1 + o( 1 )), where his proof relies on the Euler-Maclaurin 
expansion 
S,,=Y+logn+&-&+R,,, OCR,,<&“. 
The term 1/(2n) on the right of (1) is exactly half of the last term of $,,, 
which suggests that it may be useful to replace n with n + $. Indeed, a short 
computation beginning with (1) shows that 
1 
24(n + 1/2)2 
+o((n+;y4). (2) 
Such half integer expansions are used infrequently, but are by no means 
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unprecedented. For example, the approximation to n! given by James 
Stirling in 1739 was 
in distinction with the more common expression due to Maclaurin (see [S, 
p. 1131). 
In the next section we obtain the exact formulation of the expansion of 
S, in the form suggested by (2). Rather than adapting general formulas 
from elsewhere (e.g., Boas [2], Gould and Squire [6]), we have chosen to 
derive the formulas ab initio. Even the properties we require of the 
Bernoulli polynomials are obtained easily from first principles. 
In the concluding section we obtain new bounds for o(A) and compute 
its asymptotic expansion. This exends the work of Boas and Wrench [3], 
Boas [l], and Zemyan [S]. 
In the references just cited, it is assumed that A is an integer, although 
an examination of their calculations shows that this assumption is unne- 
cessary for the inequalities they obtain. The case of integral A is of special 
interest of course, since it is well known that S, is nonintegral for n > 1. 
Wrench and others have conjectured that o(A) = i will serve as a Comtet 
function for integral A, and numerical calculations bear this out for 
A = 2 (1) 1000 (see Boas [ 1 I). Zemyan asks for bounds on how close S,, 
comes to A, and has conjectured that S,, - A > 1/24e2@ -?) + 1/48e3(A -PI. 
It seems likely that progress on these questions will require the inclusion of 
number theoretic considerations. 
2. THE HALF INTEGER APPROXIMATION FORMULA FOR S, 
The Bernoulli polynomials B, = 1, B,(x) = x - i, B*(X) = x2 - x + b, . . . 
can be defined in various way (see Lehmer [7], for example), but for our 
purposes we characterize them as the unique solution of the recursive 
scheme 
B,= 1, 40) = nB,- 1(x), 5 
1 
B,(x)dx=O, n= 1, 2, . . . . (3) 
0 
It is easy to check that (-l)“B,(l -x) and 2”-‘[B,(x/2)+ B,((l +x)/2)] 
also satisfy (3) and so we find that 
B,(x)=(-l)“B,(l -x) (4) 
and 
(5) 
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It follows from (4) that Bz,+ i (x) has odd symmetry about x = 4, and 
B,,(x) has even symmetry about x = i. 
The values B,(O) are the Bernoulli numbers, and from (3) we see that 
B,( 1) - B,,(O) = j’ B;(x) dx = n j’ B, . ,(x) d.x = 0 
0 0 
for n = 2, 3, . . . . Choosing x =0 in both (4) and (5) we conclude that 
&n(l)=B2n(O), B,,+,(l)=B,,,+,(O)=O, 
B,(i)= -(l -21p”)B,(0), B2,r+,(i)=0. 
(6) 
In particular it is straightforward to calculate that 
&(;) = - &, R,(i) = ki, &A;)= -i% B&l = & (7) 
The starting point for our derivation is the obvious identity 
log(j+f)-log(j-;)=j”* [(j-x)~l+(.j+x)-‘]d.~, 
0 
where j is any positive integer. If the right side is integrated by parts we 
obtain 
iog(j+f)-iog(j-f)=j-'-j1'*(x-f)[(j-x)~*-(~+.~)~']dx. 
0 
Summing over j = n + 1, n + 2, . . . . ~2 we get 
log@ + 4, - log(n + 4, 
=&-s,j”* (x-4) f [(j-x)-‘-(j+x)-‘1 dx. 
0 /=?I+ I 
Recalling that lim, _ 2 (S, - log m) = y, it follows that 
s,=?+log(n+t)-j;‘2 B,(x)g,(x;n)dx, 
where B,(x) = x - 4 is the Bernoulli polynomial and 
g,(x;n)= f [(j-x))m-(-l)m(j+x))m]. 
j=n+l 
(8) 
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It follows from (9) that 
gk=wm+ly bn(O; n) = 0, g,,($;n)=(n+$)-2”. (10) 
We now replace B,(x) in (8) by &B;(x) and integrate by parts, using 
Eqs. (7) and (lo), to obtain 
S, = y + log@ + f) + (&)(H + i))’ + Jbii2 B?(x) g,(x; n) dx. (11) 
Two more integrations by parts give 
s, = y + log(n + 5, + (&‘&I + +,-” - (&&I + &” 
+ j;” B,,(x) g,(x; n) dx, (12) 
and the general pattern is now evident. 
Estimates of the remainders are provided by the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let g be an increasing continuous nonnegative function on 
O<xdi. Then 
( - l)& J^,“* BZk(x) g(x) dx B 0. (13) 
Proof: It follows easily from (3) and (6) that (- l)kB2k(~) is monotone 
increasing on 0 <x < f, with a unique zero at some point x0 E (0, i). Thus 
for all x, (- l)kB2k(x) g(x) > (- l)“&,(x) g(x,). Since jy’ &(x) dx = 
;j,+,,(x)dx=O b y th e even symmetry of B,,(x) about x = 4, inequality 
(13) becomes obvious. 1 
Noting that the functions g,(x; n) satisfy the hypotheses on g of the 
lemma, we may summarize our results as follows. 
THEOREM 1. S,=l+f+ . . . +k. Thenforanyk=1,2,... 
B2,(1/2) - . . . -- 
2k + p,(n), (14) 
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where 
and 
p,(n) = /:‘2 B,,(x) f [(j-x)- 2k ’ + (,j+ x). 2k ‘1 dx, 
j=n+l 
o<(-l)kPk(n)< 
IB 
(15) 
(16) 
3. APPLICATION TO THE COMTET FUNCTION 
SinceB,(x)<Oandg,(x;n)>OforO<x<~,itisapparentfrom(8)that 
s, > y + log@ + t,. (17) 
Given A, we recall that eA Pi’ = m + 6 defines the integer m and fractional 
part 6, 0 < 6 < 1. Then from (17) we see that 
S m+l > y + log(m + ;) > y -t log(m + S) = A. 
Since nA is the smallest integer for which S,, > A we thus have nA < m + 1. 
To obtain a lower bound on nA, we turn to the simplest case of 
Theorem 1, namely 
S,, < y + log(n + i) + ($)(n + +) -~ *. (18) 
We first notice that y = A - log(m + 6) < A - log m = A - log(m - $) - 
log[ 1 + $(m - ;))‘I. In view of the inequality log( 1 + E) > E - is2 we thus 
have 
S,_,<y+log(m-$)+(&)(m-f)p2 
<A - (i)(m - i)-’ + (i)(m - 4) ml <A for m> 1. 
This tells us that n,,, Z m, and so we have Comtet’s result [4] that 
m<n,dm+l. 
The higher order expansions of Theorem 1 will allow us to obtain 
bounds on the Comtet function, as contained in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Given a real number A, A b 2, let eA ~ Y = m + 6 where m is 
an integer and 0 d 6 < 1, and let 
c?-~(A)=~+(51zj)(m+~)-‘-(&)(m+4)~3, 
6+(A)=t+($)(m++)p’-(&)(m+f)p3. 
Then nA=m if6<k(A) andn,=m+ 1 if6>6’(A). 
(19) 
(20) 
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Proof If 6 d 6-(A) then from (19) we see that 
m+6~(m+5)[1+(~)(m+$)-2-(~)(m+~)-4]. 
Taking the logarithm and using the inequality log( 1 + E) < E, E > 0, we find 
A-y<log(m+1)+(~)(m+~)-2-(~)(m+5)-4. (21) 
But from Theorem 1, we know that 
s,>y+log(m+~)+(&?z+~)-2-(&j)(m+$)-4. (22) 
Inequalities (21) and (22) tell us that S, >A, and so nA = m if 6 <%(A). 
Now let 6 3 6 +(A), so that from (20) we have 
m+6B(m+~)[1+(~)(m+~)-2-(~)(m+~)-4]. 
Again we take the logarithm, but in this case we use the inequality 
log( 1 + E) > E - is2 to find 
A -yBlog(m+ f,+ [($)(m+ $‘- (&)(m+ $,-“I 
-~[(~)(m+1)-2-(~)(m+5)-4]2. (23) 
From Theorem 1 we also have that 
s, < y + log(m + 4) + ($)(m + 4) -2 - (&j)(m + ;, -4 
+ (&,(m + 4,-t (24) 
Comparing inequalities (23) and (24) we see that S, <A if 
-(~)(m+5)-4+(~)(m+~)~6 
d -1[(h)(m+~)-2-(~)(m+~)-4]2. (25) 
Indeed, inequality (25) is true for A 2 2.2 even if the coefficient 31/8064 is 
increased to 54/243. To see this, we introduce the new variable 
x = (&)(m + f) P2, in which case the inequality to be checked becomes 
- 5 + 2520x + 324x2 < 0. (26) 
Since A 2 2.2 we have that m 2 5 and consequently 0 < x < 0.0014. It is easy 
to verify that inequality (26) holds for 0 <x < 0.0019. For m = 4 we have 
y + log(4 + 6-) 2 2.083308 and 6 + log(4 + 6+) A 2.08333335. Since 
S4 = 2.083 we see by direct computation that the result continues to hold 
for A 2 y + log 4 h 1.96. 1 
When eAeY= m+6 and SEI,,,, where Z, = (d-(A), d+(A)), then 
Theorem 2 will not determine whether nA is m or m + 1. Since 
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length (I,) = (&)(m + $) - 3, the corresponding indeterminate interval of A 
values has the approximate length 
For A 3 2 we have m 24, and so the total measure of indeterminate A 
values is about 
(&) f (m+ $)-” g 5.3 x 10P6. 
In=4 
For A > 10 total measure of indeterminate A values is about 3 x 10 -‘. 
As our final application of Theorem 1, we obtain the asymptotic form of 
the Comtet function o(A). If eA ~ 7 = m + 6 then we have o(A) = 6,,, where 
r”” i’ = m + 6,. Writing 
S, = y + log(m + i) + p,(m) 
we see that 
6,, = 4 + (m + i)(ePocm’ - 1). (27) 
From Theorem 1 we know that 
pO(m)~(&)(m+$)~2-(&J(m++)~4+ .... (28) 
Inserting (28) into (27) gives us the following result which sharpens 
Theorem 3 of Boas [ 11. 
THEOREM 3. The Comtet function of the harmonic series has the form 
++ (&)(m + $)--l - (&)(m + k)-’ 
+( d%id(m+t)pS-( a)(m + i)--‘+ O(m + i)-“. (291 
For A >, 2, there is a Comtet function between i+ (&)(m + i) ’ - 
(&)(m+$)p3 and$+(&)(m+i) -‘-(&)(m+t)p3. 
To compare the statements in Theorem 3 with one another it is useful to 
know that &, = 3% and & = $. Beginning with (29) it is straightforward 
to compute the Comtet function expansion in terms of m -‘. We find that 
o(A) has the form 
$+($)rn--l -(~)m~2+($j)m~~3+(&)m~4+O(m~S), (30) 
which should be compared to the result of Boas mentioned in the Introduc- 
tion. The expansions (29) and (30) can be taken to arbitrarily large order. 
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